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Over time and registry junked-up, computer becomes slower and slower. Wise Registry Cleaner
freebie does a neat job in cleaning out the Registry junk. It scans the Registry, flagging
orphaned or bad Registry entries, and shows you the name and values for each. It identifies
Registry entries that may be dangerous to delete, and those that are safe to delete, so you can
distinguish between the two. It also lets you decide which entries to delete, and which to keep.
For safety's sake, it can also back up your Registry before scanning, so that you can restore it,
if the program causes any problems.

  

Award-winning Tool. Wise Registry Cleaner is an Award-Winning free registry optimization
software, it's popular in many professional computer magzine, such as PCAdvisor,
ComputerBild, CHIP, CNET.

  

High Scan Speed. Wise Registry Cleaner will scan your entire Windows Registry with only a few
seconds by its advanced scanning algorithm.

  

Professional Error fix. The professional error fix function of Wise Registry Cleaner will
automatically remove and fix all your Windows Registry problems.

  

4+ Built-in Registry Tools. Wise Registry Cleaner is a 4+ built-in registry optimization tool,
including Registry Backup, Registry Restore, Registry Defrag and Registry Cleaner.
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100% Safe to Use> For safety's sake, it can also back up your Registry before scanning, so that
you can restore it, if the program causes any problems. also, you can undo the change while
cleaning.

  

 

  Optimize Registry with Best Free Registry Cleaner!  - Scan the entire registry entries takes
only a few seconds.  - Backup registry make it safe to restore.  - Defragment registry make your
registry structuring.  - Scheduled task enabling.  - Very easy to use for novice users and pros
alike.  - Wise Registry Cleaner will greatly improve PC performance by removing    and
optimizing all the invalid registry entries and error items.  
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